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NUtec to the rescue for Yskoud

Yskoud.com is a design, development and print company based in
Bloemfontein, South Africa  and has been operating since 2006 under Johan
Fourie.

In December 2020, Yskoud received a huge amount of work for their
Roland® TrueVIS® printer but found themselves in a predicament as their ink
stocks were running low and supply was hard to come by. At the same time, 
the ink industry was experiencing global raw material and stock shortages and
Yskoud feared not being able to fulfill all their customers' needs.

With pressing deadlines, no inks and no alternative plans, the company dreaded
the thought of having to urgently invest in an unbudgeted, new printer just to get
their jobs done by the 31 December deadline.

But, fortunately that was not necessary and their problem was speedily
resolved, while NUtec gained a new customer and fan!

A thankful and very satisfied Johan Fourie writes about his first NUtec
experience, during this trying time:

"We made contact with Neil Green, NUtec sales and marketing director, after
scrolling over an article about NUtec launching its eco-solvent ink for TrueVIS®
VG & SG printers. Neil immediately agreed to assist us at short notice as he
understood the severity of the situation. Neil did not hesitate to contact Dev
Naicker, the managing director of South African distributor, Falcon who
personally took responsibility to ensure that the transaction between NUtec,
Falcon and Yskoud did not cause any delays. Hansie van Loggerenberg,
procurement assistant at the Falcon Group finalised the transaction which took
a total of 4 days to complete from first call to delivery!

We installed the new ink on the 15th of December with clear instructions and
support from NUtec technical specialist, Jason Arendse and, with very little
effort, the new inks were up and running the same day. We have already done
about 600 meters and are still running strong without any complications. 

NUtec saved the day after we had experienced a very difficult business year in
2020 and were really banking on our December jobs. Thank you to everyone
who had a hand in making this huge effort including Bonita Hill at NUtec sales
support for going the extra mile.

Falcon branch manager, Chris Karsten and the Bloemfontein team have already
ensured stock of NUtec inks is available at all times and we have no plans of
converting back to the OEM ink as the NUtec ink is as good, if not better than
the original. Also, with service like this from NUtec, I can focus on sales and
production and not waste time wondering if I will have ink stock tomorrow.
Thank you again, team NUtec."

Pictured left to right from Yskoud are Gareth Liebenberg,

Johan Fourie (owner) and Jacques de Necker.

Diamond D15-TRV2 eco-solvent ink

NUtec's Diamond D15-TRV2 eco-solvent ink is designed as a back to back
replacement for Roland® TrueVIS® TR2 inks on TrueVIS® VG, VG2, SG &
SG2 printers.

The D15-TRV2 formulation offers exceptional abrasion and chemical resistance
and is available in CMYK, Lc, Lm and Lk in 500ml pouches.

This low smell ink requires no flushing when converting from OEM inks and
offers excellent outdoor durability.

The D15-TRV2 ink provides excellent media compatibility across a broad range
of self-adhesive and flexible substrates, including vehicle wrapping when using
film laminate.

Provided the inks are used in regular applications, using suitable substrates, the
printed images will last up to two years.

Contact sales@nutecdigital.com to find out more.

Register now for virtual.drupa 2021

The drupa fair is the largest printing equipment exhibition in the world, held every
four years by Messe Düsseldorf in Germany. Originally planned as a live event,
the 2021 expo has adapted to a virtual format in order to minimise the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on the health and welfare of attendees and their
businesses.

The virtual.drupa 2021 is scheduled to take place from April 20-23 and visitors
can register free of charge from March 2021. Three key online areas are
available to registered participants and include a conference area, an exhibition
space and a networking plaza.

Interactive exhibition booths from leading brands will allow new products and
technologies to be promoted online, while the conference area will offer insight
and strategies from keynote speakers on various industry hot topics.

The networking plaza will enable registrants to set up virtual meetings and
guided viewings and opened on 16 March 2021 to allow even more time for
business matchmaking. For more information and to register for this key event,
go to https://virtual.drupa.com/ 

Tech Tips:
Site Considerations for UV-curable inks

Light 
UV light triggers the curing process in UV inks which could lead to print head
failures if not managed correctly.

Sunlight

Ensure that there is no sunlight on the machine entering through either
windows and doors. Also ensure that there is no sunlight reflected onto the
machine from any surfaces, including the floor.

Electrical lights, including LED and Fluorescent

Ensure light does not shine or reflect onto the print heads and faceplates.
Make sure that machine covers and doors are closed. When the carriage is in
park position, ensure the print heads are lowered. Do not ever leave in the
upper position on standby. Where possible use lights in the 2700 to 3500K
range as light sources outside of this range include higher amounts of the UV
spectrum, which could lead to unwanted curing or reactions while handling ink
or during maintenance or stray light to the printheads.

Environmental
Although UV inks generally operate at elevated temperatures, it is still
recommended to keep the room temperature between 18-27°C /  64-80°F. Low
humidity can lead to static on the substrate, which leads to print defects. It is
also recommended to control humidity between 50-80% RH. Ensure air
conditioning is mounted in a way to prevent airflow directly onto the print bed or
onto the printhead faceplate. This will lead to drying of the inks on the nozzles. If
a humidifier is installed, ensure it is a non-condensing type. Also ensure that the
humidifier does not face the printer or deposit any moisture onto it.

Ventilation
Refer to the product Safety Data Sheet (SDS), specifically Section 8 which
refers to Exposure Control. There you will find details regarding your specific
product. Control parameters, referred to in the SDS, state the maximum level of
exposure recommended. You are required to have ventilation that will ensure
that these levels are not exceeded. The rate at which specific chemicals build
up in the print room is influenced by the printed image and print mode, among
other things. The design of the ventilation system must be such that the air flow
is always away from the machine. Consideration should be given to the flow of
air as there may be areas where there is insufficient movement. In general, 5-10
air changes/hour is recommended, but consideration should be given to the
factors above too.

Chemical contaminants
Airborne chemical contaminants can lead to print head blockages. As an
example, cleaning glass with acid would lead to airborne mist of acid which
settles on the machine and the print heads. Ensure the correct substrate
preparation fluid is used. It is recommended to use IPA with a purity of 97%.
Ensure the use of the correct cleaning solution on the print heads and around
the carriage. NUtec manufactures a matched cleaning solution for our UV inks
called CMF. It is very important that you do not wipe the nozzle area of the print
heads with flush. Be extra careful with the use of cleaning solutions for cleaning
of dust or other marks from the machine as it may be incompatible with the
selected ink.

Dust particles
A dusty environment will lead to dust settling on printer parts, on substrate
surfaces as well as potentially on print head face plates. Dust on substrates 
could interfere with adhesion or could lead to white spotting and other defects.
Dust on print heads will aggravate the accumulation of ink on the print head
faceplate leading to printing defects and more regular cleaning requirements.
Always ensure that dust and dirt cannot enter the print room through ventilation,
doors or windows that are open.

Substrate
It is not recommended to print onto mirrors or reflective substrates. Reflection
on the surface of these substrates could reflect UV light onto the print head face
plates and lead to ink curing in the nozzles. UV curing lamp heat can cause
some media to curl or bubble which will lead to media crashing against the print
heads resulting in scratches and other damage. Some substrates are more
prone to static electricity charge which leads to print defects and could lead to
nozzle issues. This is aggravated in low humidity conditions as described
above. Ensuring a higher humidity environment helps reduce this effect. Another
method is the use of anti-static bars to neutralise this effect.

For further enquiries in this regard, do not hesitate to contact the NUtec Digital
Ink Technical team at support@nutecdigital.com. 

Proudly NUtec: Atlantic Tech Services UK

Thank you Atlantic Tech Services UK for reporting back on yet another
successful NUtec Digital Ink conversion. 

Pictured below is Atlantic's technical sales specialist, Martin Cole with a
Mimaki® UJF6042, totally stripped back to fit around tight corners in a small
space, in order to get it into its new office space.

Atlantic enabled this customer to halve their ink costs by using a delivery
system allowing our NUtec inks to be used. Well done, Martin and the Atlantic
Tech Services team!

For more on this proudly NUtec company, visit their website
at https://www.atlantic-tech.co.uk/
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